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A Pivotal Moment for the Human-Animal Bond 
I want you to think about the animals in your life. What they 
mean to you, and you to them. What comes to mind? Which 
moments stand out?  
 
Is it the weekend getaways with the pup? The relaxing 
morning reading with the cat? Or maybe it’s the afternoon 
spent embracing your inner child with your rabbit or guinea 
pig? If you are not a pet owner, is it the animals you help as 
a volunteer? The dogs in your neighbourhood? The cat next 
door for whom you’re the unofficial babysitter? 

These are more than delicate, daily moments in our lives, 
aren’t they? They speak to something deeper, something 
more profound. They speak to a special bond which lifts us 
up, brings us together, and provides us with the perspective 
we need when we need it most.  

This bond has been an important part of my family's lives. From our days in Battleford, 
Saskatchewan—in which we cared for eight rescues, four horses, and a wide variety of other 
species—to today, with our beloved cat Sterling. The bond I have shared and continue to share with 
animals has always been an anchor in my life. A support during even the toughest of times. 

I think you’d agree with me that this is a bond worth fighting for, not just for ourselves, but for our 
community.  

For this year’s Celebrating Success, I want to showcase the accomplishments Toronto Humane 
Society has had in strengthening this precious bond and setting the stage for its preservation for 
generations to come.  

Thank you for your unwavering support, here is some of what we accomplished in 2021. 

Dr. Jacques Messier, DVM, MBA 
Chief Executive Officer 
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Our Impact  
2021 was a year of exciting new developments which energized our pursuit and mission to 
improve the lives of animals. Thanks to the unwavering support of our community, here is what 
we accomplished in 2021:  
 

 
 

Financial Planning and Responsibility 
Accountability and transparency are the foundation of our organization. It is with these in mind 
that we ensure that the greatest impact from every dollar we receive goes to improving the lives of 
animals and strengthening the human-animal bond. 
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Animal Care and Shelter Services

Spay/Neuter Clinic

General and Administration

Fundraising, Promotion and Public
Education

Communication and Education
Programs

Referral Care

Investment Expenses
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